Abstract: A multiple-image encryption method that is based on a modified logistic map algorithm, compressive ghost imaging, and coordinate sampling is proposed. In the encryption process, random phase-only masks are first generated with the modified logistic map algorithm; multiple secret images are transformed to be sparsed by the 2-D discrete cosine transformation (DCT) operation and scrambled by different random sequences; the scrambled images are then grouped to one combined image with the help of the coordinate sampling matrices; finally, putting the combined image in the object plane of the compressive ghost imaging system, the ciphertext will be obtained from the buck detector and transferred to the receivers. During the decryption, which is the possession of the correct principle keys and the assistant geometrical parameter key, the original secret images can be successfully decrypted by the logistic map algorithm, measurement matrix generations, compressive sensing reconstruction, DCT distribution extraction, inverse DCT transform, and filtering operation.
Introduction
Since Klyshko presented the ghost imaging scheme in 1988 [1] , ghost imaging has attracted increasing attention due to its marked physical characteristics. In ghost imaging, the wave scattered at the object beam arm is collected by a bucket or pinhole detector, and after scanning the detector at the reference beam arm in which the object is not located, the object can be reconstructed by intensity correlation computation [2] , [3] . In 1995, Pittman realized the ghost imaging experiment by first using two-photon entangled light source [4] , and at that time, most researchers believed that the quantum entanglement is a necessary element for ghost imaging. However, in 2004, Gatti and Brambilla firstly accomplished the ghost imaging experiment with a classic thermal light source [5] , which accelerated the application of ghost imaging because of easy acquisition of thermal light source. In 2009, Bromberg proposed the concept of computational ghost imaging [6] , in which the computation replaced the charge-coupled device (CCD) camera to acquire the optical intensity distributions in the object plane, and this breakthrough has taken ghost imaging into the optical information secure field.
Chen has done a series of exploration in optical information encryption and authentication using ghost imaging [7] - [9] . In 2009, Katz realized the computational ghost imaging based on compressive sensing algorithm instead of the intensity correlation operation [10] , which significantly reduces the measurement times; the utilization of compressive sensing algorithm [11] can directly measure and compress the signals or images at the same time, when the signals and images are sparse or can be sparse in some transform domains. And finally, the signal will be reconstructed by the reconstruction algorithm in receiving terminal.
To raise the encoding efficiency, the multiple-image encryption methods based on wavelength multiplexing [12] ; position multiplexing [13] ; phase only mask (POM) multiplexing [14] , [15] ; lateral shifting [16] ; optical data compression [17] ; etc. have been proposed. Recently, Liu et al. proposed a multiple-image encryption scheme based on position multiplexing and computational ghost imaging [18] . It is well known that in computational ghost imaging, a large number of phase-only masks (POMs) are needed for generating a series of reference intensity patterns and numerical computation. Even though compressive ghost imaging, it is also necessary for thousands of computations to get an acceptable result. Therefore, as for the optical images encryption based on ghost imaging, the large storage space and transmission bandwidth might be tedious in some applications [19] . Then, compressing the data volume of POMs and increasing the transmission efficiency is a key step to apply the ghost imaging in optical encryption, in this sense, we present here a multiple-image security method based on compressive ghost imaging, a modified logistic map algorithm and coordinate sampling, which can realize multiple-image encryption and decryption with less storage space. We first give the theoretical analysis, description, and procedure of the method, then provide its simulation verification, and finally draw our conclusion.
Theoretical Analysis and Description of the Multiple-Image Encryption System

Image Encryption Method Based on Compressive Ghost Imaging
Recently, computational ghost imaging using pseudo-thermal light source has attracted the attention of many researchers, especially in optical information secure filed [9] , [18] , [20] , [21] . Generally, in classic pseudo-thermal light ghost imaging, as in Fig. 1 [7] , the laser is collimated and then illuminates a rotating diffuser. The object and reference beams, generated and split by beam splitter (BS), are used to get the output intensity and position distribution from a bucket detector (BD) and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. In the case of the computational ghost imaging encryption system, the spatial light modulator (SLM) that inputs a series of POMs beforehand is used to replace the rotating diffuser, as shown in Fig. 2 [9] . The plane wave is modulated by the POMs, and a Fresnel diffraction is occurred with a distance Z from POMs plane to object plane. Then, the optical intensity distribution in the object plane could be calculated by using Fresnel diffraction, which can be expressed as [22] 
where the FrT fg denotes the Fresnel diffraction transform, and the 'ðx ; y Þ is the pixel distribution of each POMs, whose pixel value is ranged from 0-1 randomly. The subscript "i" denoted the ith measurement using the ith POM, and subscript "Z " is the diffraction distance, and the amplitude of plane wave is defined as unit one. Therefore the new imaging process only requires a bucket detector (BD) to get the intensity B i , which is the ciphertext and can be expressed as
where the T ðx ; y Þ is the secret image distributions. Therefore, the secret image T is successfully encoded in a series of optical intensity ciphertext data B i with the POMs keys and the distance parameter Z . During decryption process, an intensity correlation operation occurred between intensity distribution Iðx ; y Þ and intensity ciphertext data B i from bucket detector to calculate the secret image, which can be expressed as
where the hi means mean operation. However, the intensity correlation operation in computational ghost imaging still requires a lot of measurement data to get a visible output. Some studies on computational ghost imaging, generally simulate more than 10000 times [9] , [18] , which needs large storage space and transmission bandwidth. To deal with this problem, Donoho put forward a new reconstruction algorithm based on compressive sensing instead of intensity correlation operation [11] . Compressive ghost imaging can get a better image quality with less measurement times. If we spread the intensity distribution matrix I i ðx ; y Þ in row as a row vector Ir i , and expand the object distribution (secret image) T ðx ; y Þ in column as a column vector Tc, the intensity ciphertext data B i measured by BD can be rewritten as
if the column vector Tc is sparse, it will be a reconstruction problem in compressive sensing to get secret information Tc from intensity ciphertext information Ir i and B i . The matrix Ir combined in row by a series of measurements can be seen as measurement matrix in compressive sensing. So the reconstruction image can be got by solving a convex optimization program, which can be expressed asT
where k k L1 means the L 1 -norm. There are many algorithms to reconstruct the decryption images, such as Match Pursuit (MP) [23] , Orthogonal Match Pursuit (OMP) [24] , Basic Pursuit (BP) [25] , Subspace Pursuit (SP) [26] , etc. In the simulation, the retrieved results implemented by OMP are better than those with MP, BP, and SP algorithms; therefore, in this work, we adopt the OMP algorithm to realize the decryption from the keys and ciphertext data. But usually, most images are not spares. Generally, the images can be transformed to sparse signal using basis transform such as discrete cosine transformation (DCT), discrete wavelet transformation (DWT), et al. As for the transformed binary secret images with same quality, the calculation speed adopted by DCT is faster than that by DWT, therefore, in this work, DCT is adopted and then a threshold value is selected beforehand to control the sparseness, if the data is under the threshold value, it will be set 0. A large threshold value will get a more compressive rate of the output image, but the quality of it will decrease accordingly. As for the binary images in this scheme, both the compressive rate and the quality of output images are acceptable with 2% sparseness. After this sparseness transform operation, the images will lose some detailed information, but it does not influence the visible of the images especially for binary images.
Random POMs Generation by Logistic Map
Chaos concept firstly proposed by E. Lorenz when he was studying thermal convection in 1963 [27] , since then, chaos became an important branch of math and was applied in many filed such as decision making, control optimization, cryptography, etc. In cryptography filed, Matthews firstly proposed the chaos stream cipher scheme based on logistic map [28] . In 1997, Fridrich firstly applied chaos to images encryption [29] , which leads to mass enthusiasm for chaos encryption study.
The pseudo-thermal light source needs thousands of POMs in the scheme as we explained before. In the encryption scheme, it is very inconvenient in the transform and storage process to deal with so large volume data of random POMs. To decrease the data storage, the chaos system with a modified logistic map is adopted to generate the POMs with an acceptable security.
Logistic map has been widely used in prediction, population analysis, decision making et al., the function of logistic map can be defined as
when the parameter is randomly selected from 3.57 to 4.0, the numbers X n generated are chaotic and pseudo-random distribution in 0-1. Thus, given an initial value X 1 range of 0-1, the pseudo random array X n will be generated one by one. Considering a more random result and more uncorrelated between adjacent pixels, we use two logistic map functions for the generation of random numbers
the control parameter and the initial value X 1 generate the intensity values of odd pixels in POMs. Similarly, the intensity values of even pixels in POMs are acquired through the parameter and the initial value X 2 . Then, all the POMs can be generated by four initial parameters, therefore the keys space is decreased.
Multiple Images Encryption Using Coordinate Sampling
To increase the encryption and transmission efficiency, we expand the encryption system for multiple secret images based on coordinate sampling, and in this work, four secret images are taken for example. The encryption process is showed in Fig. 3 , four secret binary images are firstly transformed to be sparse by 2-D DCT operation, and then scrambled by different random sequences. The positions of valid pixel values in four DCT distribution images will be recorded by four different coordinate sampling matrices (CSM). Different from classic binary sampling matrixes, here, the CSMs not only can record or extract the valid data from the DCT distribution images or combined images but establish the relationship between DCT distribution images and scrambled images by the pixel values in sampling positions as well. Thus, the CSMs will be the important keys to extract the valid data from the combined image and reconstruct them to the DCT distribution images.
Next, the four scrambled images can be grouped to one combined image by the following steps: 1) The equal pixel values (here, they are corrected to be three decimal places) in the four scrambled images are all shifted to the same position in the first scrambled image, while the other equal pixel values in the second to the forth scrambled images should be set to 0, which can decrease the sparseness. 2) To avoid pixel values overlap in combining, the overlapped nonzero pixel values in the same coordinate in each scrambled image should be shifted to the other 0-pixel-value coordinates. The four CSMs should repeat the above operation process.
3) The combined image was obtained by combining the four scrambled images with pixel values summation operation. The flow chart is shown in Fig. 4 , here, only two scrambled images and two CSMs are taken as an example for page limit.
Finally, putting the combined image in the object plane of compressive ghost imaging system, the ciphertext B i will be got from buck detector and transferred to receivers. The principle keys (logistic map parameters, CSMs) and the assistant geometrical parameter key Z are also delivered to the receivers for decryption.
Decryption Process
In the decryption process, the receivers who want to decrypt the secret images should possess all the correct keys, and the whole decryption process is illustrated in detail in Fig. 5 , as follows.
1) The receivers receive the chaos parameters to calculate the POMs by the logistic map functions. By Fresnel transform shown in (1) with the correct geometrical parameter key Z , the intensity distribution I i is retrieved in the object plane, which is spread on row and then recombined to a new measurement matrix I r . 2) Based on OMP algorithm, the combined image is reconstructed by the ciphertext B r and the measurement matrix I r .
3) The CSMs keys are used to extract the DCT distributions of four secret images from the reconstructed combined image by the following two steps: a) The valid pixel values in the combined image are extracted by the nonzero coordinate positions in the corresponding CSMs; b) then, the coordinate positions of the valid pixel values in DCT distribution images are restored by the pixel values in CSMs. Fig. 3 . Schematic of the proposed multiple-image encryption scheme, which is based on compressive ghost imaging and coordinate sampling. 4) Finally, the four secret images are decoded and decrypted by the inverse DCT transform, and the filtering operation is generally utilized to improve the image quality of the decrypted images.
Computer Simulations
To confirm the feasibility of the proposed method, a set of computer simulations in the MATLAB R2014a environment have been carried out. The measurement times of the compressive ghost imaging system are 3500; therefore, the sizes of the ciphertext and the measurement matrix are 3500 Â 1 and 3500 Â 16 384, respectively, and the other images shown in the following simulations are 128 Â 128 pixels in size and the pixel size of each image is 15 m, the wavelength of the plane wave we adopt here is 0.532 m, and the distance Z between pseudo-thermal light plane and object plane is 0.83 m. During decryption, the combined image, as shown in Fig. 9 , can be decoded by the OMP reconstruction algorithm in compressive sensing. Four DCT distribution images extracted by the CSMs are given in Fig. 10(a)-(d) , and after inverse DCT transform, the four decrypted images are shown in Fig. 10 (e)-(h); they can be further enhanced by low pass filtering and binary operations, and the final enhanced decrypted results is depicted in Fig. 10(i)-(l) . The correlation coefficients (CC) [30] , [31] between the original secret images and these decoded images are 0.9152, 0.9168, 0.9181, and 0.9362, respectively; obviously, these final decrypted images with good quality are very similar to the corresponding individual secret images. Next, the relations between the CCs of the decrypted images and the measurement times are analyzed, and the corresponding variation curves are plotted in Fig. 11 , in which the vertical axis represents the CC, while the horizontal axis represents the measurement times (from 10% to 100% of 3500 times). Evidently, the CCs of the decrypted images gradually increase with increasing measurement times. In addition, after about 2800 measurement times (80% of 3500 times), the larger CCs keep increasing slowly, and the quality of each reconstructed images becomes better. Four circumstances, i.e., 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%, of the measurement times are chosen, and the corresponding decrypted images are given in the first row to the fourth row in Fig. 12 , from which we can see, when the measurement times is close to 1400 (40% of 3500), the four words in the decoded images can be easily distinguished.
If the position distributions of the CSMs, or even the CSMs are false or incorrect, it will result in a failure decryption. Fig. 13 shows the four decrypted images extracted by CSMs with wrong position distributions, obviously, it is obviously that no efficient information of the original secret images can be obtained and distinguished.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have proposed a multiple-image encryption method based on modified logistic map algorithm, compressive ghost imaging and coordinate sampling. After random POM generation by the modified logistic map algorithms, the ciphertext can be acquired by DCT transform, random sampling and scrambling, the combined image generation, and compressive ghost imaging. As a result, the proposed method can accomplish multiple images encryption and decryption. Furthermore, the combination of compressive ghost imaging and modified logistic map algorithm can compress and decrease the data volume of the cryptosystem; consequently, the efficiency of data transmission can be significantly increased. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulations both validate the feasibility of the proposed method.
